WTRC ADULT VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES
LEVEL OF PLAY DESCRIPTIONS

EXPERT
1. 3 skilled contacts occur on nearly every play. Serve receive and passing are consistently to the same target area near the net.
2. Setter is usually the same person (or two) who consistently sets the ball to multiple hitters in pre-planned zones across the net and to back row hitters. Setters are capable of making clean (not double contacted) overhand sets regardless of pass location.
3. Attacks are mostly from above the net, front row or back row, with power & accuracy from all players.
4. Blocking consists of single or double blocks above the net capable of stopping strong attacks.

HIGH INTERMEDIATE
1. 3 contacts occur most of the time, resulting in a jumping or aggressive attack on most plays.
2. Setter on occasion must move/run to track down bad passes, but generally can get to the ball and set a hitter in some manner for an attack hit.
3. Skillful, powerful and accurate hitting from the top players, the rest are good hitters but with less skill, power and accuracy.
4. Blocking from some players who consistently jump above net.

HIGH REC
1. Attempt 3 contacts as much as possible, but may not be able to make a strong attack on the 3rd hit due to inconsistent serve receive, passing or setting.
2. Serve receive and passing are not consistent and may rely on the person nearest to the ball to make the next team contact.
3. Setter is not usually the same person (or two), more often a current front row player. Sets might be double contacted and inconsistent in height or placement.
4. Some hitting with skill and power. Accuracy may be low. Some players will push, set, or bump the ball over the net.

LOW REC
1. 3 contacts happen occasionally, but teams may attack on the 1st or 2nd hit just to get the ball over the net.
2. Serve receive and passing are inconsistent and usually rely on the person nearest the ball to make the next team contact.
3. Setter is not usually the same person (or two), more often a current front row player. Sets might be double contacted and inconsistent in height or placement.
4. Generally very little hitting with skill and power. Accuracy is low. Most players will push, set, or bump the ball over the net.

For more information about the WTRC Adult Volleyball leagues, contact Monte Moser at 937-433-0130 ext 2813 or mmoser@washingtonontwp.org